Realistic Fiction

The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian by Sherman Alexie
The Crossover by Kwame Alexander
13 Reasons Why by Jay Asher
Mosquitoland by David Arnold
Kids of Appetite by David Arnold
Losers Take All by David Klass
Reality Boy by A.S. King
Looking for Alaska by John Green
Forgive me, Leonard Peacock by Matthew Quick
Everything, Everything by Nicola Yoon
The Sun is also a Star by Nicola Yoon
Ask the Passengers by A. S. King
The Fault in Our Stars by John Green
The Perks of Being a Wallflower by Stephen Chbosky
Fangirl by Rainbow Rowell
Eleanor and Park by Rainbow Rowell
Speak by Laurie Halse Anderson
If I Stay by Gayle Forman
My Sister’s Keeper by Jodi Picoult
Stargirl by Jerry Spinelli
Crank by Ellen Hopkins
The Great Gatsby by F. Scott Fitzgerald
It’s Kind of a Funny Story by Ned Vizzini
The Serpent King by Jeff Zenter
Exit, Pursued by a Bear by E.K. Johnston
Asking for It by Louise O’Neill
Go Ask Alice by Beatrice Sparks
We Were Liars by E. Lockhart
I Am Princess-X by Cherie Priest
Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens Agenda by Becky Albertalli
Whatever: or How Junior Hear Became Totally F$@cked by S.J. Goslee